
 
Minutes 

Fall Instructional Transition Team  
(FITT) 

Tuesday, July 14 
1:00 – 2:20pm 

Zoom 
 

 
FITT Attendees:  Heather Madar  Kimberly Comet  
Anthony Baker  Holly Martel  Lindsay Righter  
Izabella Gray  Mary Oling-Sisay Michael Fisher  
Sabrina Zink  Josh Callahan  
Elizabeth Whitchurch  Kassidy Banducci  Matthew Wiley (Guest)  
 
Agenda Items 
 

1. Review and approve/adopt  

a. 07-07-20 notes 

2. Task decisions, discussion topics 

a. From the FITT Focus and Scope Implementation document 

i. Reviewing task document 

1. Scope tab to drive big picture items and due dates, Task tab to track on-going 

activity. 

2. Asking again that people keep updating the task list with notes/completion 

dates, prior to the meetings 

b. Review Fall F2F Class Schedule Document and discuss how this tool is being used to deploy 

logistics of the plan.  

i. Review Cleaning Protocol on Fall F2F Class Schedule 

1. LW taking this over, as FM AVP role is gone. 

2. Notice there are EH&S by Class and Class Type tabs have been added by SZ, 

further detailing expected cleaning detail for end users.   

3. LW will work with SZ to combine and consolidate information into one tab. 

4. LW clarified that sanitizing of Fulkerson Recital Hall or JVD is only for the 

stage area, and seating area will not be able to be cleaned in between courses.  

Need clarification with users.  HeM will follow up with CAHSS, and doesn’t 

believe seating is needed.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CbCqlwk_Wlqv-Nc_NaGC-e2rTrFXgs1q/view?usp=sharing


 
5. Bella advises we add safety protocols for cleaning into 25Live for easy access 

over time. 

6. Confirmed the strategy for cleaning computer keyboards with JC.  Approved 

as written. 

7. LW:  Moving custodial staff from evenings to day to achieve sanitation, and 

working to match resources with expectations on low use facilities 

8. MF:  HVAC systems are being discussed at system level/state at this time, FM 

lead on this.  May force the consolidation of building occupancy, as extreme 

expense related to filters and systems.  (Placeholder for future convos) 

9. MW:  Electrostatic sprayers will be required for quick turn around on 

classrooms (twice the time without the sprayers).  Working to secure the 

sprayers, which are back ordered, and reviewing the course schedule and 

additional spaces to look for tight turn arounds. 

c. Guidance from EH&S on the use and applicability of the Supervisors Checklist and JHA’s 

relative to all spaces on the Fall F2F Class Schedule 

i. Each course needs a safety plan (narrative)– to identify specific activities in the 

course that may call for additional EH&S review and advisement (ex: dissecting a 

fish in the class, need additional protocols).  SZ will create a template with prompts to 

help chairs and faculty complete. 

ii. HeM advises that the cleaning protocols be shared with the faculty before asking 

them to complete the safety plans, include the prompts to help complete the safety 

plan, to understand training requirements/resources for them and students. 

iii. JC advises a more prescriptive approach, offering summary overview to help support 

faculty completion of the safety plan narrative, while making clear what can be done 

and what is non-negotiables. (ex: students can’t crowd around a dissection or piece of 

equipment, advise recording of close up work and make available) 

iv. Each employee needs a supervisor checklist (while the safety plan is at a course 

level). Those that are involved in f2f instruction will likely need the JHA.  KC will 

work with SZ on templates/buckets to make this easier for faculty, as many will be 

similar.  

d. College liaison coordination. 

i. AB concerned that we won’t have commonality between colleges and courses.  

Would like colleges on the same page.   MF Campus Ready site and signage should 

address this broad overview.  Agreed that we need to send faculty message out. 



 
ii. MOS asking for completed lists of additional activities in colleges (task list line 13).  

Need FITT to then review and respond with what is possible, and signal what we 

cannot do.  Need to enter additional spaces into 25Live. 

 

3. Field Trips and Internships 

a. KC: Will take this to Advanced Planning for decision recommendation for PAT.   

i. FM can get field trip information via their system to see what may match with f2f 

courses.  Many employed bus drivers are hesitant to want to return.  Also, drivers 

must be tested via dept of transportation requirements.   

ii. If there are limitations about leaving the county, then we should declare this soon.  

LR expressed concern about SCUBA activity in Mendocino, any room for 

exceptions/negotiation based on activity.  KC will review this specific question.  

MOS wants to evaluate based on public health limitations.   Will take this to 

Advanced Planning for decision recommendation for PAT.   

iii. FM is working on plan to install plexiglass between bus driver and passengers, and 

will seek inspector review prior to inspection.   

iv. CO may be sending guidance out on bus capacity and seating arrangements so 

COVID capacity may drop so low that buses aren’t prudent.  TCC in FM is the point 

on this. 

b. California State University Experiential Learning during the COVID-19 pandemic Memo 

i. Students participating in experiential learning have to sign an acknowledgement of 

risk.  KC working on. 

c. RELEASE OF LIABILITY EO1051 COVID19 

 

4. New tasks/next steps 

a. Public Health update:  if positive test from a f2f class, if safety protocols hadn’t been fully 

observed (face coverings, physical distancing), then 14 days of quarantine for everyone.   

i. CO waiting for direction from state as well, as CA rolls back opening  

b. See task list 

 

 
*Next scheduled meeting: July 21, 2020  
**Minutes approved: July 21, 2020 


